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 and ' The chain of roses.' They are characterized by
 graceful rhythms and by glowing harmonies or piquant
 figures elaborated in the accompaniments. The latter
 are, however, not difficult of execution. The 'Se-
 lected songs ' are ' Thy beaming eyes' (Op. 40, No. 3),
 'The swan bent low' (Op. 56), ' O lovely rose' (from
 Op. 40), ' Deserted ' (Op. 9, No. I), 'Slumber song'
 (Op. 9, No. 2), and 'A maid sings light and a maid
 sings low' (Op. 56, No. 3). They are simple in design
 and less ambitious than the ' Five songs,' and on the
 whole less distinguished. But they do not challenge
 so high a standard of comparison.
 The two songs by Mr. Cyril Scott named above
 were probably composed with very little trouble.
 They are interesting in that they bear the stamp of
 their origin at every point, but they do not command
 deep respect. The ' Two Eastern songs' are named
 ' Before the dawn' and ' Salaam.' They indicate
 creative talent fettered by the powerful influence of
 the shop-ballad. Mr. O'Neill's ' Song of the mothers,'
 which is adapted from his 'Blue Bird ' music, with
 words by R. H. Elkin, has the expected refinement
 and musicianship, and gains by the avoidance of over-
 ambitious striving for effect.
 Praise the Lord, 0 my soul. The secret of the Lord.
 Anthems. By John E. West.
 Te Deum and Benedictus (Men's Voices), in C. By
 John E. West.
 [Novello & Co., Ltd.]
 Mr. West has contributed much to the store of
 Church music, and the above examples of his work
 confirm our opinion that he gauges most accurately
 the wants and capabilities of the average church
 choir. The standard is undoubtedly advancing, and
 with music of this calibre at hand, there is every en-
 couragement to organists and choirmasters. The
 vocal parts are well written, and naturally easy to
 sing, while the organ part is always interesting and
 full of rhythmic and melodic figures. These points
 are particularly well illustrated in the first anthem,
 which should share an equal popularity with the
 second.
 The difficulties of writing church music for men's
 voices, with their necessarily limited compass and
 possibilities of ' effect ' have been well overcome in
 the above-named setting, while the independent and
 attractive organ part is an excellent feature. The
 verse in the Te Deum is reminiscent of the same point
 in Stanford in B flat, particularly in the accompani-
 ment, but that may surely be forgiven. The Bene-
 dictus is a characteristic example of Mr. West's strong
 and vigorous method. Altogether, the examples are
 well worthy of the high purpose to which they are
 dedicated.
 I will arise. Motet for five voices. By Richard
 Dering, edited by Sir Frederick Bridge.
 [Bosworth & Co.]
 Sir Frederick Bridge has done well to place the works
 of Dering before us, and with the added advantage of
 his editorship we doubt not that they will become
 widely known and sung. In the above example,
 which, from its title, may be used generally, the dis-
 tribution of the vocal parts, and the accompaniments,
 which Dering undoubtedly intended, will commend it
 to many who prefer the severer school for church use.
 It should be added that the English text is adapted by
 the editor.
 We are informed that the omission of numbers from
 the plates in the Rev. F. W. Galpin's 'Old English
 Instruments of Music,' pointed out in our review of
 the book, is due to a printer's error and is confined to
 the first few hundred copies, and that a second edition
 with the numbers is in preparation.
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 Corresponbence.
 'OLD ENGLISH INSTRUMENTS OF MUSIC.'
 TO THE EDITOR OF ' THE MUSICAL TIMES.'
 SIR,-I am in perfect accord with your reviewer as to
 Mr. Galpin's most interesting and researchful volume,
 but there are a couple of matters that I wish to call
 attention to, especially as the author quotes from my
 ' History of Irish Music,' which he is kind enough to
 describe as ' as full of patriotism as it is of valuable
 information.'
 As to the Ullard Harp, I myself examined it some
 twenty years ago, but I relied mainly on Sir Samuel
 Ferguson's description as given in I834, as did also
 Dr. Petrie. The photograph evidently shows a fore-
 pillar, and the instrument I dare say may be classed
 as a quadrangular Cruit. However, I beg to point out
 that Mr. Galpin is in error in stating that the Irish
 Bards (no doubt he means the Irish Minstrels, not the
 Bards proper, who were poets, not musicians) ' adopted
 the harp from their music-loving neighbours'-that is,
 the English-in the ' IIth century.' As a matter of
 fact there is distinct mention of the Irish harp in the
 9th century, and there is a beautiful representation
 of the instrument on the shrine of St. Moedhoe, an
 exquisite bronze carving of the 9th century. An
 Irish entry fixes the date as prior to the year 888.
 Again, Ottfried von Weissenberg, circa 855, a pupil of
 the Irish monks of St. Gall, alludes to the harp, while
 it must not be forgotten that Ccedmon was of Celtic
 descent. I may also add that the Irish of the 9th
 century had ' harp bags ' of otter skins, and surely
 it is well known that St. Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne,
 was taught the harp by Irish monks, as was also St.
 Dunstan. The Irish Tiomp (diminutive 'tiompan ')
 gave the cue for the English Timpe, and the Dump.
 Nor must it be forgotten that there is mention of the
 Fidil in an Irish tract of the 7th century, while there
 is still to be seen a sculptural figure of a man playing
 the bowed cruit at Lough Currave, Co. Kerry, dating
 from the i2th century.
 In reference to the Tromba marina, regarding which
 there is much difference of opinion, it might have been
 added that Pietro Castrucci invented an instrument
 called the Violetta marina in I745.
 As to the Clavichord, Mr. Galpin refers to an early
 mention of the instrument in England in 1483, but I
 have found an earlier reference under date of 1477.
 Various are the speculations as to the origin of the
 word ' Virginal,' but I am of opinion that it can be
 traced to Virga, a jack, or quill point.
 I am sorry to find Mr. Galpin giving an incorrect
 description of the Irish Uilleann, or Union, pipes. He
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